
SHIBUYA 29mm SCOPE
For almost 40 years, Shibuya has been the top choice of successful target archers around the globe demanding 

precision, well designed and expertly crafted archery equipment.

At last, Shibuya introduces the perfect companion for its highly successful Ultima CP sight: The Shibuya 29mm Scope.

By combining a magnesium alloy scope housing with 

an industrial strength Titanium alloy 10-32 threaded 

stud, this item weighs only 21grams (0.75oz) as a 

complete set – up to 30% less than comparable scopes 

with aluminum housings! By lightening the mass weight 

of the scope, shock and moment affecting the sight’s 

windage unit are significantly reduced, thus ensuring 

secure and repeatable settings.

Exclusive Nikon Lens

For the Scope’s lens, Shibuya turned to a well-known 

and trusted optics manufacturer: Fellow Japanese maker 

Nikon devoted its resources to developing a tough, 

lightweight lens custom-tailored to the needs of the target archer. The multi-

coated “Archery Target Scope Lens” is super clear, scratch-resistant, and 

reduces lens glare to the bare minimum. 

This exceptional Nikon lens is a reliable asset even in the most extreme light 

and weather conditions.

To further improve the quality of aiming provided by this high-quality lens, 

Shibuya’s Scope housing features cutouts to allow for a large amount of light to 

penetrate the housing as well as a special “ribbed” interior to reduce glare, and 

comes standard with a buffed, bright yellow level. 

Dual-Color Dot Kit for optimal aiming in any weather 

Also included is a sheet of Shibuya’s exclusive Dual-Color Dot Package – featuring a black dot with a white center for optimal aiming 

even in high or low light conditions. The Dot Package also includes a lightly adhesive centering matrix to place the dot in the center of 

the lens conveniently and accurately.

Shibuya 29mm Scope mounted on an Ultima CP 365-6 sight

Shibuya 29mm Scope comes equipped with Nikon Archery 

Target Scope Lens, yellow level and dot kit. 

(Shown with Ultima CP Rod Holder - available separately)

Shibuya Dual-Color Dot Kit Cutout Slot - fits most sights "Ribbed" Housing interior to minimize glare



Failsafe Connection to most sights

A slotted rod receiver locks the scope housing positively with target sights featuring a 5/16” scope rod holder – for example the Shibuya 

Ultima CP or the Sure-loc Supreme. Users of other sights are able to attach the scope easily using the more standard method of a hex nut.

The Shibuya 29mm Scope comes standard with a lens retainer ring available in 5 anodized colors (black, silver, blue, red, gold), as well as a 

splash-proof scope cover to protect the scope from rain and dirt. 8-32 tapped holes on the housing’s top and bottom enable the attachment 

of aftermarket accessories, such as sight lights or fiber pins.

Shibuya 29mm Scope Set contents:

 

. Magnesium Scope Housing

. Nikon Archery Target Scope Lens – available in 0.50 and 0.75 diopters

. Aluminum Lens Retainer Ring – available in anodized black, silver, blue, red, gold

. Buffed, Non-glare Level vial – available in yellow only

. 0-32 x 20mm Titanium alloy stud

. 10-32 x 64mm Stainless Steel Rod and hex nut

. Shibuya Dual-Color Dot Package w/ adhesive centering matrix

. Shibuya Scope Cover (Splashproof) 

. Nikon Lens Cloth (not shown)

SHIBUYA 29mm SCOPE

Aluminum Lens Retainer available in 5 colors

(Black, Silver, Blue, Red, Gold)


